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tmpgenc authoring works 6 comes with many dvd authoring tools, including an intelligent dvd
menu creator, dvd logo creator, dvd css creator, dvd menu maker and dvd slideshow maker. the
function smart dvd author is designed for cutting and splitting video files. with this function, you
can cut a source dvd or blu-ray movie into multiple pieces and organize them into a project. the
program can automatically adjust the size of the clips and help you place the clips at precise
positions and sizes. the clips can be trimmed at frame level and/or at segment level. it is easy to
create and edit the custom menus for your movie project using a single window. you can make
changes to the menu's layout, elements, and background at any time by simply dragging and
dropping the objects. and for advanced users, you can customize the layer editing tools and
create more sophisticated menus with the help of the new layer editor in tmpgenc authoring
works 6. the user interface for the narration recorder function has been improved to provide a
more natural feel. as a tool for synchronization of an audio file during the editing process, the
divx authoring tool creates and edits audio tracks with high accuracy and speed. and with the
newly-implemented audio track editor, you can drag and drop an audio file on the timeline-
styled editor window to adjust the time and volume freely. choose the format for your project:
convert existing videos into a format that can be played on your dvd player or burn them to a
disc. tmpgenc authoring works 6 provides cutting-edge, easy-to-use features to help you create
high-quality projects.
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